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SAMKVA) UNO 

PELDMOM1C II is 'n rekenaarprogram wat hoofsaaklik onrwerp is vir uitvoerige 
berekening van die koste van krag deur termiese reaktors ontwikkel wat natuurlike of 
wat verrykte uraan as brandstof gebruik. Oitiseen van 'n reeks programme wat ontwikkel 
word om die evahiering van tenders deur handelsorganisasies vir kernkragreaktors te 
vergemaklik. 

Dit is welbekend dat die gebruik van vereenvoudigde tegnieke, soos die uitgebreide 
ewewigsmodel, tot foute van meer as 20% kan lei in die verrykte-uraan-stelsels se 
brandstofsikluskoste wat tot 'n huidige waarde gebring en vir 'n gemiddelde lewensduur 
bereken is. Sodanige foute ontstaan as gevolg van die ingewikkeldheid van die brandstof-
sikluswerkinge en die wisselende brandstofvereistes tydens die tydperk wanneer ewewig 
genader word. Hierdie program isdusopso'n wyse geskryf dat sulke foute so ver doenlik 
uitgeskakel word en dat daar verder oorweging geskenk word aan besonderhede, soos 
vervoerkoste en versekering, wat met die verskillende fases van die kembrandstofsiklus 
ver band hou, materiaalverliese tydens brandstofvervaardiging, die kontraktuele vereistes 
wat op die aankoop van brandstof vir 'n kragreaktor van toepassing is asook die wisselende 
finansie'le besonderhede wat met die aankoop van die reaktor self in verband staan. Dit 
staan die gebruiker vry om die leweransiers se brandstofsikluskoste te vergelyk deur 
gebruik te maak van 'n lasfaktor wat uit stelselstudies afgelei is eerder as om 'n aan-
vaarde konstanre lasfaktor te gebruik sons wat oor die algemeen gedoen word. Die taal 
wat gebruik word, is I-OKTRAN 4C. 

/5 6/v/ c ztqéc on A 

SUMMARY 

PELINOMIC II is a computer programme which is primarily designed for detailed 
calculations on the cost of power from natural or enriched uranium-burning thermal 
reactors. It is one of a series of programmes being developed for the purpose of facilita
ting the evaluation of tenders for nuclear power reactors from commercial organisations. 

It is well known that the use of simplified techniques, such as the extended equili
brium model, can lead to errors of over 20% in the present-worthed, life-time-averaged 
fuel cycle cost for enriched uranium systems, due to the complexity of fuel cycle 
operations and the varying fuel requirements during the 'approach to equilibrium' 
period. Accordingly, this programme has been written in such a way as to eliminate 
these errors as far as possible and to consider, further, such details as the cost of 
transport and insurance associated with the various phases of the nuclear fuel cycle, 
material losses during fuel manufacture, and the contractual requirements appropriate 
to the purchasing of fuel for a power reactor as well as the varying financing details 
associated with purchasing the reactor itself. The user has the freedom to compare 
vendors' fuel cycle costs, with a load factor derived from system studies rather than 
one assumed to be constant, as is commonly done. The language used is FORTRAN 4G. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

From a practical point of view the life of a nuclear 
power plant can be divided into three periods: a 'running in' 
period,- the 'equilibrium period' and a 'decommissioning' 
period. During the 'running in' period fuel movements are 
somewhat erratic since it is during this period that the 
optimum power distribution is being established within the 
reactor core. Credits and expenditures arising from the 
fuel consumed tend to be unequally distributed in time as 
well. However, once the required power distribution has 
been achieved within the o r e , fuel movements follow a 
pattern which varies only with load factor and there is a 
definite relationship between expenditure on fuel and electri
cal generation. The calculation of fuel costs during this 
period is thus a relatively simple matter, and it follows 
that a first approximation to evaluating fuel costs over the 
life of the reactor is to assume that equilibrium conditions 
apply at all times. This is the basis of the 'extended equili
brium' method. However, because of the higher rate of 
expenditure during the 'running in' period the use of the 
extended equilibrium method gives rise to misleadingly low 
estimates of generating cost averaged over the life of the 
reactor. 

PELINOMIC II attempts to evaluate the cost of the 
nuclear fuel cycle in detail, based on the reactor manu
facturers prediction of the actual operating history of his 
plant. In addition, account is taken of the time needed to 
manufacture fuel and reprocess it, and expenditures and 
credits are present-worthed from the time they actually 
occur. Costs for transport and insurance are included in 
the calculation, and at the end of the reactor's financial 
lifetime the value of the fuel left in the core is credited to 
the operating account. 

The whole sequence of operations is controlled by a 
refuelling vector. In the description of the fuel management 
scheme, which a potential vendor of a particular plant would 
supply, details would be found of expected refuelling dates, 
and the fuel movements required, based on a given annual 
average load factor. These daiC3 or, if required,a modified 
set based on them, are supplied as input data. Then, when a 
need for fuel is signalled during the execution of the pro
gramme the indicators for the other operations required in 
the fuel cycle are set using the appropriate time intervals 
which are also part of the input data. When all the indicators 
are set over the operating period under consideration, the 

whole sequence of operations is costed. As an illustrative 
example, a representative set of operations covering the 
first 8 years life of a typical BWR-based power station is 
shown in l ig. I. In this figure each year is divided into 
quarters for convenience, and a figure 'l' in any particular 
quarter denotes an action. 

Note that for the first fuel charge all the actions 
before fuel loading take place six months earlier than with 
subsequent cores, and in particular, the first fuel charge is 
ordered as much as 2 years before the start of commercial 
operation. The period between initial operation and thefirst 
refuelling operation is 600 days. This accounts for the 
abnormally long gap between buying the first and second 
quantities of U3Og. The material or monetary credits are 
assumed to materialise 9 months after the fuel has been 
shipped from the reactor site, at which time payment is 
assumed to be made for the reprocessing service. 

Cosr of operation and maintenance (OMNC) forms part 
of the input data and is an estimated annual amount required 
for the type of station considered. This value is divided by 
the number of units generated per year to obtain the O and M 
charge on each unit. 

A subroutine caters for the capital cost evaluation 
with different financing conditions, such as pre-payments 
prior to commissioning date or repayments which start 
only after a "grace period", or different combinations of 
these. 

2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
2.1 The Model 

The first task performed by the programme is the 
calculation of the expected refuelling dates, based on the 
load factor assumed, and the number of "full-power-days" 
of operation before refuelling is necessary, which is infor
mation usually supplied by the prospective vendor. This 
routine is not necessarily fool-proof. If the quantity 

Full power days 
Average load factor 

for the first core or, greater than 730 for successive cores, 
then the calculation will fail. However, these limits are 
quite satisfactory for all current designs of power producing 
reactors. 

Having computed these dates a timetable for the other 
actions in the nuclear fuel cycle is assembled using 
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* First fuel charge loaded and plant operation begins. 

FIG. 1. EVENTS IN THE FIRST 8 YEARS OF A TYPICAL BWR FUEL CYCLE 

appropriate time intervals, which are also input data. The 

present-worth of the costs of materials and services in

volved in the sequence of operations represented by J- ig. 2 

is then computed. Payments are only made where indicated 

in thiB chain and present-worthed from these times. The 

terms of the implied contract: that is 5% down payment, 

with the balance on shipment of the fuel, has been found to 

be typical of current requirements. The present value of 

the reprocessing credits (PWCCR in the output) \> an overall 

figure. That is, it is the cost of reprocessing less the value 

of the reclaimed material. Credits are represented as 

negative expeiirfituiea. 

2.2 Capital Cost (evaluations 

To take care of various terms of payment currently 

in use for the purchase of nuclear power plant, a sub-routine 

has been designed to make provision for the following cases 

which arc listed below. It is based on the assumption that 

the total capital investment can be split into two parts with 

different terms applying to each of them. These terms can 

be any one of the following for either fraction: 

(a) Prepayments to be made such that by the commissioning 

date the full amount has been paid. The programme 

allows for such payments to start up to 5 years prior to 

commissioning. 

The 5 prepayment fractions and the balance (as fraction) 

to be paid on completion are items of input data. The 

value of the prepayments at commissioning date is 

either calculated by simply taking into account the sums 

involved plus cumulative interest, or by taking this 

quantity and discounting it to get a present-worthed 

value. 

(b) Full payment due on commissioning date. 

(c) Interest-free grace period granted by the vendor for a 

number (GP) of years after commissioning before r e 

payments have to commence. 

Once calculations are completed for the 1st part of 

the total plant capital, subject to one of the above conditions. 
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FUEL CYCLE. 

At each stage costs of services are 
computed and present-worthed taking 
due account of the step ted time since 
ine reactor commerceo operation. 

the same procedure, with new data, is followed for the 

remaining part of the total capital. The choice of one of the 

conditions (a), (b), (c) is again free. 

The results obtained from using this sub-routine are: 

annual capital charges, sinking fund contribution, total 

capital cost, and the present-worth of value of all payments 

made. Individual values, which have been obtained inde

pendently for total capital fractions, are then added together. 

PWCCN, the present-worthed total of all payments made 

according to the capital charge rates. I AIH II. lAPClii , 

CAPCH2, is the final product of the sub-routine and this is 

used for further calculations in the pro^rammi-. 

2.3 The Data 

1 uel cycle cost components arc represented in the 

programme by a set of six polynomials. These, of course, 

may be varied at will. For reference purposes the six 

supplied with the current version of the programme are 

shown in 1 igs. 3 to 8. It will be clear to the reader that 

this particular set of data is applicable to the current 

design of American light water moderated and cooled 

reactors. However, calculations may be made for other 

reactor systems with different cost components by making 

use of the sensitivity analysis multiplying parameters. Most 

of the other data is extracted from the performance 

schedules and contract documents supplied by the reactor 

vendor, and is detailed in section 3. 
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3. INPUT DATA AND FORMATS 

Card 
No. Description of variable 

Title (any alphanumeric 
characters) 
Number of refuelling 
dates (NN) 
Load factors (NN 
entries) 
Number of full power 
days + 1 (MM) 
Their values (MM 
entries) (the last one 
must be zero) 
Lifetime of plant 
(financial) 
Expected time inter
vals (weeks) between 
successive operations 
in the fuel cycle 
Time between buying 
U30g and conversion 
Time between conver
sion and enrichment 
Time between enrich
ment and fabrication 
Time between fabrica
tion and final payment 

Format 

20A4 

15 

10F8.3 

15 

10F8.3 

15 

Typical 
value 

718 

10 

Prog, 
symbol 

TITLE 

NN 

LF(I) 

MM 

FPDÍI) 

LIFE 

DEI 

DE2 

DE3 

DE4 

Card 
No. Description of variable Format 

Time between final pay
ment and refuelling 
Time between discharg
ing used fuel and 
shipping it 
Time between repro
cessing and obtaining 
credits 
Sensitivity factors for 
cost functions 
Multiplier for l 3 ( ) 8 

cost 
Multiplier for separa
tive work cost 
Multiplier for fabri
cation cost 
Multiplier for pluto-
nium value 
Multiplier for repro
cessing cost 
Multiplier for con
version costs 
Multiplier for trans
porting irradiated fuel 
Multiplier for trans
porting unirradiated 
fuel 
Number of fuel move
ments until start of 
equilibrium period 
(includes first equilib
rium refuelling) 

Details for fuel move
ments at these times 
On each card record 
the following (NNX+1 
sets) 
No of fuel elements 
discharged (or loaded 
in case of 1st loading) 
No. of fuel elements 
kept in store for later 
re-insertion 
No. of fuel elements 
reloaded, having pre
viously been irradiated 
Feed enrichment (as a 
fraction) 
Discharge enrichment 
(as a fraction) 
Amount of fissile Pu in 
discharged fuel (frac
tion) 

6H12.4 

typical 
value 

1 

4 

1 

0.86 

18 

315 

5F12.6 

316 

Prng. 
symbol 

1)1.5 

l)l\6 

1)1-7 

FACTK1 

FACTR2 

FACTK3 

FACTR4 

FACTR5 

FACTR6 

FACTR7 

FACTR8 

NNX 

0,00711 

JFUDIS 

JFUSAV 

JFUCRF: 

ENRICH 

0,0019 ENR1CF 

0,003 PUNDIS 

continued on next page 
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Card 
No. Description of variable Format Typical 

value 
Prog, 

symbol 

Weight of uranium 
loaded (te) W TV 1.0 

Weight of uranium dis
charged (te) 

Transport costs for: 

1 WTUD1S 

Enriched material 

Fabricated fuel 

Irradiated fuel 

Reclaimed material 

6E12.4 COST! 

COST6 

Discount rate (as frac
tion) 0,065 DISC OR 

Spares factor (for first 
core only) 1,05 SPARES 

Diffusion plant enrich
ment tailings (fractional) 

Escalation factor for 
cost of transporting 
irradiated fuel 

0,002 DWASTE 

TRAESC 

Escalation »ate for 
operation and main
tenance (fraction) 6E12.5 0,02 XIOM 

Station capacity (MWe) 500 STNCAP 

Rand per kW capital 
cost 240 CCNC 

< O and M costs for first 
year 2.10 6 OMNC 

Reserve fund appropri
ation (fractional) 0,01 X1R 

Sinking fund invest
ment rate 0,021 XISF 

Fraction of capital first 
dealt with during evalu
ation procedure F6.3 0,67 FRAC 

Interest rate on 
borrowed capital F6.3 0,065 XI 

Control parameter 12 • 1 OPT 

Grace period before 
payments are assumed 

12 -1 .0 ,1 , 
*# • • • 

GP 

Prepayment - fractions 
for part of capital 
considered 5 values 
must be given 

Balance to be paid on 
delivery 

Data for SI 1(1) and BAI. 
have to follow each 
card with a negative 
value for GP and only 
in such a case 

6F6.4 SHU) 

BAI. 

4. TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS USED 
4.) Input 

DIS = Fuel discharged (which i s identical to that 

needed for reloading) 

SAV = Fuel stored for future use 

CRE = Fuel reloaded after a period in storage 

D1SCOR • = Discount rate used for present-worth 

WTFU = Weight of uranium in a fuel bundle 

DIE.WASTE = Diffusion plant tailings 

1JEE = Financial lifetime of the station 

IOM = Cost escalation on operation and main

tenance 

STNCAP = Net electrical output 

FACTOR = Multiplier for sensitivity studies on load 

factor 

CCNC = Station capital cost 

OMNC = First year O and M costs 

XIR = Reserve fund appropriation 

XISF = Sinking fund investment rate 

FRAC = Fraction of capital first dealt with during 

evaluation procedure 

XI = Interest rate on borrowed capital 

OPT = Control parameter 

GP = Grace period 

Two se t s of values FRAC . . . GP are required. If GP is 

negative, i .e . payments have to be made before c o m m i s 

sioning, a card with the 5 prepayment fractions SH(I) and 

the balance BAL to be paid on completion has to follow the 

card with the negative value of GP. All values SH(I) and 

BAI are fractions, not percentages. 

4.2 Output 

T 

CRPLL'T 

CRSliPN 

PWCORE 

PWPAY1 

PWC1RA 

PWCOCO 

PW2RA 

= Time in weeks after first commercial operation 

= Value of recovered Pu ) negative value 

= Depletion charge on uranium J = credit 

= Present-worthed cost of U3O8 

= Present-worthed value of down payment on 

fuel 

= Present-worthed cost of shipping and in

surance on U3O8 

= Present-worthed cost 01 U F 0 conversion 

= Present-worthed cost of shipping and in

suring UF5 

i 

11 1 J in - I I 

PWCSEP * Present-worthed cost of separative work 

PWC3RA * Present-worthed cost of shipping enriched 

material 

PWCFAB = Present-worthed cost of fuel fabrication 

PWC4RA = Present-worthed cost of shipping fabricated 

fuel 

PWCPA2 = Present-worthed cost of final payment for 

fuel 

PWCOSH = Present-worthed cost of shipping irradiated 

fuel 

PWCOSE = Present-worthed cost of reprocessing 

PWCORT = Present-worthed cost of returning recovered 

materials 

PWCCR = Present-worthed value of recovered materials 

(credit if negative) 

SOME OF THE ABOVE SYMBOLS ALSO APPEAR WITH 

THE PREFIX 'DU' REPLACING 'PW'. 'IXJ' REPRESENTS 

THE DISCOUNTED UNIT COST COMPONENT. 

DUCCN = Discounted unit cost of capital repayments 

DUOM = Discounted unit cost of operation and main

tenance 

DUF CC = Discounted unit cost of fuel cycle operations 

DUCTON = Total discounted unit cost 

J = Year 

PN = Average load factor 

DNOUN = Discounted cumulative electrical generation 

DIOCAP 

AN REP 

CAPCII1 

CAPCH2 
PWCCN 

or 
DTOCAP 
ANREP 
CAPCH 
PWCCN 

and 
TOCAP 

ANREP 

CAPCH1 

CAPCH2 

PWCCN 

or 
TOCAP 
ANREP 
CAPCH 
PWCCN 

Discounted or not-discounted capital] 
for either one of the '-' parts consid
ered, as the ease may he 
Annual payments towards sinking 
fund 
Capital charge rate during in
terest-free grace period 
Capital charge after grace period 
Present-worthed expenditure on 
capita, charges total 

Total discounted capital for whole 
power station 
Annual payments towards sinking 
fund for whole station 
Capital charge rate for whole 
station during grace period 
Capital charge rate for whole 
station after grace period 
Present-worthed expenditure on 
capital charges total for whole 
station 

for 

<;p>o 

for 
GP^O 

for 

GP>0 

in at 
least 

I one case 

I for 
GP<0 
in both 
cases . 


